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My brother's car was smashed last night. He's a grad school

The Joshua Legal Fund

student he doesn't live with us but he does live at an
address I used to. They left threats behind. We are 100%
sure this is related to Joshua.
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CLB ~ former club rater

Edit:
After finding out about my brother's care the police where I
live contacted Dayton Police. Surprise Surprise. Dayton has
never had any complaints about me. Not one. No reports
from anyone with Joshua's name either.
So if he called Dayton Police why do they have no record of
it? Either he used a false name in which case it would be
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dismissed. Or he didn't really call them.
Either way, with his lies, harassment, and the death threats
received here, and what happened to my brother, I am done
with giving him outs. The police think he is a very disturbed
individual, and what happened to my brother proves that he
has followers as deluded and irrational as he is.
I did call the people with our old number. They did say that
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they received a strange call and got what information they
could. They thought it was a prank till I called them. They
decided they are filing charges after they found out about
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what happened to my brother.
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Edit2: I'm being challenged to provide pics of my brother's
car. Sorry not going to happen. First off I live 30 minutes
away and I'm not wasting my time getting there to take pics
for you. Secondly even if he gives me pics, Im not going to
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everything else, someone that Joshua didn't give that

A picture is worth 1000
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address to very well could show up and do the same thing.
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post them. Even if I were to blank out the license plates and

And as my brother pointed out, it may just be coincidence. I
don't believe it for a minute, but it could be.
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also due to threats of this blog being "taken down" (I am
assuming some sort of D.o.s attack or fake DMCA), I am
backing it up elsewhere. Several elsewheres actually.
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► 2009 (17)

Should anything happen to this blog I will make the copies
elsewhere quite visible. ALL of it. Right now I have been
copying entries to 3 additional sites and have been given
ideas for several more.
Edit 3: Brother's police report filed with both city and
university police. Aside from like a ten second clip on ABC I
don't think it even made the news. But it was the only car in
his neighborhood to get hit. The window was smashed out
and the center console damaged. GPS and some electronics
are missing. The brick was still sitting on the center console.
My brother thinks it was a plain old smash and grab. They
happen in that neighborhood from time to time, but yeah the
timing on that... no. I don't believe it for a second.
PO S TED B Y ~C L B ~ A T 8: 24 A M
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Cathiee McMillan said...
This post has been removed by the author.
OCTOBER 6, 2011 8:40 AM
~CLB~ said...
blog is now fully backed up in different locations.
I'm working on screenshots of some of the threats
and such that were made against here by Josh.
OCTOBER 6, 2011 5:38 PM
Merlynn Draken said...
So, one of Joshua's minions went to your brother's
home and vandalized his car? Wow, they sure must
have super powers to be able to find out where he
lives and what he drives.
OCTOBER 6, 2011 7:45 PM
~CLB~ said...
Or just found my brother's facebook.
OCTOBER 6, 2011 8:11 PM
~CM~ said...
Joshua,
I find your timing... interesting to see the least.
I am not even going to bother refuting half of what
you and your friends have said. You won't listen even
if I point out obvious things like the fact that many

forums use different fonts for the tag label and the
tags themselves.
I am actually rather pissed that you found my
livejournal and you all decided to dissect it.
I could go on and on.
Instead I will make you this ONE time offer and you
must understand this:
If you're serious, I will see what I can do to get this
blog down. But I work much of tomorrow and will not
talk to CLB till at earliest tomorrow night.
So until then you have to lock all SLU threads
devoted to me and CLB. Keep them visible until I can
get home and talk to CLB but keep them locked so
nothing more can be added.
You also have to understand that I do not know where
the blog you pulled that screen shot and my
livejournal came from. I find it to be a huge violation
of my privacy actually.
And I want it down as much as you do.
I also cannot control the twitter feed. It's not mine,
it's not clb's. I can ASK that the tweets stop. That is
ALL I can do.
That is my offer. take it or leave it.
OCTOBER 6, 2011 9:37 PM
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